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 Mystery remains, but the truth might really be out there
ROSS COULTHARD

‘Why are you writing a book on
UFOs; aren’t you’re a serious
journalist?” more than a few

buddies bugged me over two years ago when I 
confided I was writing a book on the subject. 

There is a stigma with UFOs that has made
them the butt of media ridicule for decades. 

Strange sightings in the sky tend to be 
covered in the press with mocking X-files 
music, tinfoil hats, and pictures of bug-eyed 
stumpy aliens. UFOs (Unidentified Flying 
Objects) are a journalistic no-go taboo. But I 

think it’s time to ask: Why do we do this? I say 
this because the evidence is now 
overwhelming that the phenomenon, 
whatever it is, is in fact real, and even the US 
military agrees with me.

Many conspiracists are convinced Dark 
State forces control the mainstream media’s 
coverage of the subject, that mythical Men In 
Black tell us what not to write. 

But truth is, the UFO taboo’s origins come
from the fact that every hard-bitten news 
editor has sat on a newsdesk late at night 
when a disproportionately large number of 
strangely disturbed folk hound journalists in 
the witching hours with wacky claims that 
generally involve flying saucers, aliens and 
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FRENCH CONNECTION
Baby et Lulu is faux 
French duo Abby 
Dobson (Leonardo’s 
Bride) and Lara 
Goodridge (FourPlay 
String Quartet). Their 
Album Trois drops 
next month, single Paris Sera Toujours 
Paris is out now. Tickets for their tour in 
September and October are on sale now.

UNCLE ARCHIE TALKS

ARIA Hall of Famer 
Archie Roach launches 
his Uncle Archie’s 
Kitchen Table Yarns 
today on his YouTube 
channel. He’ll speak to 
emerging First Nations 
artists, starting with Yorta Yorta musician 
and activist Allara Briggs Pattison.

THE DEEP

Best-selling author of The 
Bluffs, Kyle Perry, has 
delivered another 
incredible page-turner, 
cementing his place as a 
brilliant new voice in 
Australian crime fiction. 
The heart-stopping 
thriller is set on the rugged coast of 
Tasmania and is about modern-day 
pirates, family bonds and betrayals, and 
the hidden dangers that lurk in the deep.

OLIVIA’S ANTHEM FOR 
LOCKDOWNS
Olivia Hope is an exciting new musical 
talent from Melbourne. Her debut single 
Till I Can Get To You has just been 
released. Written last year in the peak of 

pandemic lockdowns,
the song is actually
about being unable to
get home to see her
family, including her
father Frankie J
Holden. More info at
oliviahopesings.com

FL-FL-FL-FLEX
Duran Duran’s The 
Reflex wasn’t just 
one of their 
biggest ‘80s hits, 
it introduced a 
trend of those 
electronically 
stuttered vocals. In a new episode out 
now, podcast Inside the Hits dives into the 
creation of the song, including the remix 
by Nile Rodgers which saw it become a 
global No. 1.
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Squad goals

pathological fear of rats. But the 
actor was excited by the prospect 
of getting to crack wise with the 
likes of Margot Robbie and 
newcomer John Cena in the 
darkly funny, very adult action-

thriller. Having made his name in 
TV dramas The Wire and Luther 
and movie hits including 
American Gangster and the title 
role in Mandela: The Long Walk 

To Freedom, Elba admits 
somewhat wryly that he doesn’t 
often get the chance to flex his 
comedy muscles.

“No, I don’t get offered a lot of
comedy,” he says with a laugh. 
“That’s very astute of you, James. 
Well done. James Gunn was 
really keen to push the envelope 
of the funnies. I have done some 
comedy before but I am typically 
the non-funny guy saying funny 
stuff and this was a bit more than 
that. It was a bit more looking into 
the fragility of a hard man who is 
scared of something really 
harmless.”

Elba is glowing in his praise of
Robbie in particular, who returns 
for the third time as the psychotic 
Harley Quinn. While The Suicide 
Squad is part sequel, part reboot 
of 2016’s unloved but financially 
successful Suicide Squad, her 

Idris Elba was so keen to
get on board for the new
superhero blockbuster The
Suicide Squad that he
signed up without 
hesitation and without

even reading a script.
All he needed to know was that

the writer and director was James 
Gunn, the man who had 
transformed the motley group of 
misfits known as the Guardians of 
the Galaxy from a largely 
unknown comic book into a 
critical and commercial smash for 
Marvel Studios.

“It came about with a really 
passionate phone call that I got 
from James Gunn,” says Elba. “I 
was in Los Angeles at the time – 
and he said ‘hey man, are you in 
town, can I speak to you about a 
project I am doing?’. And I am like
‘James Gunn, are you joking? Yes, 
let’s go!’.”

When he finally did get his 
hands on the script, it was so out 
there that he had to read it twice: 
partly due his mild dyslexia, but 
mainly because it was completely, 
batshit crazy. If movie audiences 
thought Gunn’s talking raccoon 
and walking tree from GOTG 
were weird, wait until they get a 
load of Suicide Squad, featuring 
characters including Polka Dot 
Man (who throws discs of alien 
energy), King Shark (an ancient 
shark god voiced by Sylvester 
Stallone) and Ratcatcher 2 (who 
has the power to command 
hordes of, you guessed it, rodents).

“I had to read this script twice
because there was so much story 
and so much going on, plus I was 
being introduced to the world,” he 
says. “So, for me, it was a real deep 
dive into something that was just 
different. In the DC Universe, it’s 
a diamond in the rough.”

Elba’s heavily armed assassin
Robert DuBois, aka Bloodsport, is 
arguably the most normal 
member of the Squad, despite his 
penchant for killing and 
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IDRIS ELBA ON SUICIDE SQUAD, MUSIC AND TAKING STOCK AFTER GETTING COVID 

It’s supposedly a feud that has 
raged for decades between the 
two comic book powerhouses 
of DC and Marvel – but Idris 
Elba says it’s more from the 
fans than the filmmakers.

By appearing as Heimdall in
Chris Hemsworth Thor films 
and now The Suicide Squad, 
Elba has joined a list of A-list 
actors including Ryan Reynolds 
(Green Lantern, Deadpool), 
Halle Berry (Catwoman, 
Storm), Ben Affleck (Daredevil, 

Batman) and Taika Waititi 
(Green Lantern, Thor: 
Ragnarok) who have flipped 
between the two worlds.

“There is a real 
understanding in the film world 
in terms of actors that may 
transfer a little bit,” he says. 

“I can’t explain it to you, but I
can tell you that the Marvel 
family were very happy for me 
to play this character and I still 
have a great relationship with 
the Marvel family.”

DC versus Marvel


